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Trade unions are distinct
organisations in society. 
They exist at the point of production -

i.e., in the workplace, the site where

the relationship between worker and

boss, which is the essential core of

capitalism, most fundamentally takes

place. That gives them a unique

potential power to subvert and disrupt

that relationship.

The unions we have currently are

inadequate in many ways, but the path

to better unions lies through our

existing ones, not around them. 

We need our unions to be more

democratic, more rooted in the

workplace, and more accessible to all

members to use as tool for winning

change at work.

A recent Tubeworker meeting,

jointly hosted with Off the Rails, a

platform for rank-and-file rail workers,

discussed these issues, and looked at

what we can do to improve our

unions.

This article summarises some of the

conclusions from that discussion.

For the workers, against the
bosses
The first building block for an effective

union is understanding that it’s an

instrument of struggle. It’s not there to

mediate or conciliate between

workers’ interests and what the

employer wants, but to fight

determinedly for workers’ interests.

Getting the basics right
Effective trade unionism starts with

simple things like clear and regular

communication, with new members

given info about how the union works

and how they can get involved. Check

the union notice case in your

workplace: is it regularly updated? Is

union material regularly circulated in

the mess room? Do people know who

the reps and, and when the branch

meeting take place? 

Transparent and democratic
Unions should be rigorously

democratic. All positions, from

workplace reps to national officers,

should be elected by the members

they represent. When reps and

officers negotiate with bosses, those

negotiations should take place as

“openly” as possible, with members

kept continually informed as to what’s

being discussed and given

opportunities to hold negotiators

directly to account.

Rooted in the workplace
The more distant, physically and

figuratively, unions reps and officers

are from the workplace, the easier it is

for them to become disconnected and

out-of-touch.

Unions should not allow consecutive

terms for full-time rep, ensuring reps

stay connected to the people they

represent and don’t forget what the

job is actually like!

We also want to build “industrial

unions”, meaning unions which

organise all workers in the workplace

regardless of grade or employment

status. Having unions divided on the

basis of grade or craft only benefits

the bosses.

Accessible, inclusive, and
equal
We acknowledge a lot of problems

with our unions in terms of

accessibility and equality, across all

sorts of axes.

Unions are sometimes dominated

by the most stable and secure

sections of their membership - e.g., by

better-paid, directly-employed

workers rather than outsourced

workers, and can also marginalise

members who face additional

discrimination in society and at work -

such as women, LGBT+ people,

BAME people, and disabled people.

Unions need to work continually to

redress these imbalances, both by

ensuring there is space and

structures for people from these

groups to self-organise within the

union, but also by ensuring the union

as a whole takes up campaigns and

struggles for equality.

How to build them?
Improving our unions isn’t easy.

Sometimes it can take a long time. But

it starts with a commitment to get

active - to attend meetings, to make

proposals, to take part in discussions,

to elect reps and officers, and maybe

stand for election yourself.

Coming together with other

members who share this vision for

how the union could be transformed,

and organising together to achieve

change, is vital.

The unions we need, and how to build them

John
Leach
for GS!
Tubeworker is
backing John
Leach in the

election for RMT General Secretary,
because we believe he is the
candidate most committed to
empowering rank-and-file
members to build the kind of union
described here.

For info, see 
facebook.com/
RMTJohnLeach
JLforGS@gmail.com - @RMTJohnLeach

This article also draws on

elements from the “Fantasy

Union of Rail and Transport

Workers”, a document from

Off The Rails.

Read it online at 
bit.ly/fantasy-union



DISPUTE OVER TUBELINES
MACHINERY
RMT has declared as dispute with
LU over its plan to unilaterally move
some workers out of the TubeLines
collective bargaining structures and
reallocate them to the "MATS"
function of the LU structure. 

One of the effects is that these

workers are no longer formally

represented by the reps they elected

to represent them.

"Machineries of negotiation", the

structures via which unions and the

employer communicate, have to be

agreed by both parties. TubeLines has

its own machinery, a legacy of its

history as a seperate entity prior to

the reintegration of TubeLines work,

and staff, into LU. 

Changes to the machineries,

including which workers are covered

by which bit, have to be negotiated

and agreed, not imposed.

HAMMERSMITH CONTROL
CENTRE: VOTE YES FOR
ACTION!
RMT is balloting members in the
Hammersmith Control Centre for
industrial action to resist job cuts.

Bosses want to impose a new

roster, which will cut to SCL2 jobs,

affect annual leave, and increase

workload.

The roster has a projected start

date of March 2021.

A withdrawal of labour may be the

only thing that gets the bosses to

back down. The ballot commenced on

26 January, and concludes on 16

February. 

Tubeworker encourages all

Hammersmith Control Centre workers

to vote yes for action!

ABM MUST UPHOLD
AGREEMENTS
It seems ABM is attempting to
weasel out of its commitment to pay
all cleaners full pay for periods of
sickness and self-isolation.

Managers are instructing workers to

apply to their local councils for the

£500 self-isolation grant, and saying

ABM will top up any remainder, or that

they’ll only pay if the councils refuse.

But delays in the administration of the

grant, and turnaround times between

informing ABM and payments actually

being made, mean there can be

periods where cleaners are short

paid, putting time-sensitive payments

such as rent and bills at risk.

This is unacceptable. ABM must pay

in full for sickness and self-isolation,

on time, every time.

GET
SYMPTOMS,
GET
DISCIPLINED?
A recent LU
policy document
stated: "If the
employee feels unwell and has not
taken a test, or has a negative test
result, normal sickness absence
arrangements apply from the date
the employee began to feel unwell."

It sounds like LU is now threatening

to discipline us when we do the right

thing. At best, it is badly written.

Regardless, the result could be that

workers ignore symptoms in the hope

it is just a seasonal cold, as they don't

want to risk a warning under the

Attendance At Work policy, and put

others at risk of catching Covid.

We understand our unions are

already responding to this issue. LU

must do the right thing and sort this

out quickly.

On the
front foot
to defend
pensions
The “Independent
Review”, commissioned
by the TfL Board and the
Mayor, told us our pension
scehem was “expensive”,
“outdated”, and in need of
“reform”.
A “Financial Sustainability

Report”, published shortly

after, echoed those

sentiments.

The message is clear: our

bosses are coming for our

pensions.

There are numerous

“reforms” the employer

could propose: increasing

employee contributions

whilst decreasing employer

contributions; moving from

a final-salary to a career-

average scheme, which

would disadvantage anyone

who’s spent time in a lower-

paid grade; or closing the

current scheme to new

entrants and establishing a

sub-scheme on worse

terms.

However the attack

comes, we have to resist it

with everything we’ve got.

The bottom line must be:

no changes to the status

quo. 

But here’s one “reform”
we would support: take all
outsourced workers in
direct employment, and
give them equal access to
the pension scheme!

What is

Tubeworker?
Tubeworker is a rank-and-file

socialist bulletin, published at

least monthly, written by Tube

workers, for Tube workers. It is

published by the socialist group

Workers’ Liberty, but is produced

in editorial meetings open to all

workers. Supporters from outside

London Underground can help

with public distribution. 

Email us at tubeworker@

workersliberty.org

Subscribe!
Want to get every issue of Tubeworker

(published at least monthly)? Send us your

addresss along with a tenner (cheques payable to

WL Bulletins)

Got a story for Tubeworker? We welcome 

reports and comments from all Tube 

workers.

Contact us: Workers’ Liberty, 20E Tower 

Workshops, Riley Road, London SE1 3DG, tube-

worker@workersliberty.org

workersliberty.org/
twblog
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